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In this Issue…
P1-2: Year 11 Spain trip
P2-3: Meet our new Principal
P4: Head Boy and Head Girl
P4-6: Stars of the Week

Don’t forget:
OUR SCHOOL OPEN
EVENING WILL BE HELD ON
THURSDAY 11TH OCTOBER
AT 6PM — 8PM

YEAR 11 TRIP TO SPAIN A HUGE SUCCESS

Our Year 11 students had a fantastic time on their five day trip to Andalucía earlier this
month. They visited Benalmádena, Selwo Marina, Seville, Malaga, Las Mijas and Puerto
Banús, with highlights including Flamenco lessons, visiting a bull ring, spotting dolphins,
shopping in traditional plazas, as well as sampling tapas and fresh churros.
Continued inside……….
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YEAR 11 BRUSH UP ON SPANISH SKILLS
Mrs Baksh,
Curriculum
Area Leader
for Modern
Foreign
Languages,
said: “They
had a great
time and
didn't want
to
return. They
were kept
very busy
with lots to
do. They had to fill in diaries plus work booklets and saw lots of different places. They
practiced their Spanish in a real life setting and with a real purpose. They saw lots of
places and experienced the real culture of Spain. They all behaved very well and worked
hard on their Spanish, making the most of their time there.”

MR ELDON’S FIRST MONTH AS PRINCIPAL — Q&A
James Eldon is the new Principal of Manchester Academy. He was previously the
headteacher of an award winning school and has worked in Manchester as a senior
leader across a number of schools.
How has your first month gone?

I have loved my first month at Manchester Academy. The students and staff have made
me feel really welcome and there is a real energy about the school. Everyone has shown a
determination to impress and make sure that Manchester’s first Academy is also its best
Academy.
What have you focused upon in your first month?
Finding my way around the building – thanks to lots of help from students! We are trying
to build a strong team ethos in the Academy, between students and staff, so that we can
transform our school. Some of the improvements we have made so far include:


New canteen management, which has made a huge difference to the quality of the
food served.



Changing the timings of break and lunch time as students were rushing through
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MR ELDON’S FIRST MONTH AS PRINCIPAL — Q&A
break but getting bored by the end of a
long lunchtime.


Ensuring we have little supply teaching
in the Academy by recruiting and
supporting a highly skilled new group of
specialist teachers.



Making sure students look the part and
are dressed for business, not scruffy or
sloppy. Ties should be worn with the
school logo under the knot, shirts
tucked in, school shoes worn and
jackets not worn in the building.
Students have responded really well to this drive to improve our appearance — we
need to be proud of our school.



Making sure students are exam ready by organising opportunities for them to
experience regular assessment and become skilled in revising and learning how to
improve following an exam.



Students have made clear they want to see improvements in the toilet facilities and
we will be working on this over this term.

What have you most enjoyed in your first month?
Manchester Academy students are well mannered, polite, funny and really ambitious for
their futures. I have had so many great conversations with our students who are really
clear about wanting to excel in the new, more difficult GCSE examinations. This has been
inspiring. The staff team are really committed and are driven to make sure Manchester
Academy is an excellent school. Our ambition to be firstly the best school in the city, then
the best in the country, then internationally known, is beginning. Some people in the
community may have doubted us in the past, but those days are over. Our motto of ‘the
best in everyone’ means we want to be the best in everything.

Are you glad you joined Manchester Academy?
From the moment I walked into the Academy I had a strong sense that I wanted to work
here and that we could achieve great things. Having loved my first month, this connection
is even deeper. I am really proud to be the Principal of this excellent school.
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OUR NEW HEAD BOY AND GIRL
A massive
congratulations
to Moheel
Farooqi and
Maame
Danquah who
have been
announced as
our new Head
Boy and Girl!
Thanks to all
who voted and
for all the
excellent
candidates who took part and prepared such brilliant speeches. Well done!

STARS OF THE WEEK
Well done to the latest week’s Stars of the Week…..
Name

Form

Subject

Comment

Ziyu Li (Judy)

7JDO

Induction

Sajad Alkanesh

7VCO

Induction

Hammad Ilyas Latif
Zaidi

7VCO

Computing

M ubid Aweis

7PDH

Transition

Sumaya Houssein

8CLB

MFL

Always ready
at the start of lessons, helps
others, submits high quality
homework
Volunteers to help
in the classroom, is keen on
tackling new challenges
(extension tasks), submits homework before the deadline.
Excellent effort with classwork
and homework – going the extra
mile.
For trying hard in all lessons and
being a great role model
For outstanding work in MFL
lessons.
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Name

Reg

Subject

Comment

Salma Yasin

8DMG

Shayaan Navid
Abdulrahman
Alkanash

8MLE
8JSA

Computing
Transition
Drama

Hadia Javed

9GDA

Computing

Samuel Cruz

9EMA

Transition

Muhammad Maahd

9DGA

Drama

Omar Binsuwedan

10LZA

MFL

Amina Sheikh

10BLI

Art

Ajay Singh

10SCR

Muhammed Zahid

10RSA

Computing
Geogra-

Consistently focused and 100%
effort and contribution to class
For giving his all in every lesson.
For leading his group well,
having focus and creating a
strong character.
Consistently hard working.
Always polite and courteous in
class.
For excellent homework effort
and amazing Maths Timetable
speed trial results.
For sustaining character and
working hard
For general attitude and
behaviour around school
For her excellent effort in lessons
and for taking her sketchbook
home every week to complete
work to a fantastic standard.
Keep up the good work Amina.
Hard working and effort both in
class and out of class
A great start to GCSE Geography.

Ahmed Taha

11KEK

IMedia

Jaden Ruddock

11KEK

Lin Abhari

11DSE

Computing
Maths

Abbey-Leigh Broad

11RTI

ASDAN

Consistently applying 100%
effort and thorough detailed
work.
Contribution to class and
supporting other students
For her great enthusiasm in
Maths lessons. She is
dedicated to completing all
extension tasks as well as doing
independent study at home.
For such a positive start and
creating a great presentation.
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If you would like this newsletter translated into another language
please email Manchester Academy at:

manacadnewsletterinfo@manchester-academy.org

Yours sincerely,
Don’t forget:
OUR YEAR 9 INFORMATION

EVENING WILL BE HELD ON
THURSDAY 4TH OCTOBER
AT 4PM - 5PM

Mr Eldon, Principal.

